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Executive Department, , Boston, May 19, 1915.

To the Honorable Senate and Ho f Ilepresentativ

I return herewith, without Ny approval, Senate Bill, ISTo.
iB2, which purports to prohibi the sale or delivery of mill
ir cream produced or handlec under unhealthful conditions.

Although from its title the bill appears to be mainly
aimed at the distributors of dairy products, a study of its
provisions will show that its heaviest penalties are reserve!
for the producer, who, in addition to the fine and imprison-
ment to which dealers are made liable, is exposed to the risl
of being obliged to chc n a very few days’ noth
tween undertaking a possibly
form his buildings to an u

heavy expense in order to cor

idetermined sanitary standarcan u
State Board of ITealtldiscretionary with either th

local board, or as an alterna ive accepting Ins sentence am
abandoning his business. Such being the it is

ary to consider whether a m ure so drastic is really

health, and whether on thffor the protection of the pu i

nably be expected to aggravathand it might not
he very evil which its advocat mi to rei

ty to secure for the childreiI yield to no one in my a

.ant supply of milk at a reasonr State a pure and abui
I am thoroughly convincable price. This object, how

penal legislation, but orcannot be obtained by further
ncouraging and developir productioi

wouldrough constructive legislation such as I
worked out and submitted to the legislature b

n for which I asked earlier in the

Cfte Commontoealtj) of Q^assaclnisetts.
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My specific objections to the present bill are the
First: The State Board of Agriculture and the Dairy

Bureau, the authorized representatives of the agricultural
interests, are opposed to its enactment.

Second: The State Department of Health has not initiated
ny legislation on the subject and should be given time and

opportunity to study the question before further legislation
is adopted.

Third; As the bill carries no appropriation and provides
no new facilities for inspection, but merely exposes producers
and dealers to new and ill-defined perils, it tends to terrorize
the farmers and milk-producers of the state without adding
any protection to the consumer, and can have no other effect
in my judgmentthan to drive many self-respecting dairy men

ut of business and materially increase the price of milk
Fourth: It is a well-established fact of bacteriology that

Ms multiply at almost incredible rates in milk and
cream at ordinary temperatures when once introduced in
them, and that it is therefore of the utmost importance from
a sanitary standpoint that milk should reach the consumer
in as few hours as possible after its production. This bill
discourages the production of nearby milk, tends to increase
the average age of milk consumed, and thereby increases
rather than lessens the danger to the public health.

Fifth: The bill discriminates against Massachusetts pro-
ducers, since if convicted a Massachusetts man becomes a
criminal while the out-of-state man escapes with the exclu-
sion of his product from the state, a matter already fully
provided for in Chapter 755 of the Acts of 1914.

Sixth; I find experts of the highest standing agreed that
dairy inspection alone fails to provide any adequate protec-
tion against the spread of disease in milk, while laboratory
tests of the product itself have proved of great value. This
bill in my judgment will not improve the quality' of our
milk supply one iota, since it deals only' with the conditions
f production without any attention to the actual quality of

the product.
Seventh: The farmers of the commonwealth are as hon-

orable and law-abiding a class of citizens as any other and
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this legislation is certain to penalize and humiliate them
in a way that they have not deserved. The milk produced
by our farmers is as clean and wholesome as that produced
in any other part of the country and they should not be com-
pelled to submit to inspection and regulation that are un-
necessary and that do not take into account the quality of
the milk product itself.

Eighth: There is already an ample amoun
regulative law upon this subject. The Bureau of Animal
Industry is empowered and
cows are free from disease

Erected to see to it that milch
nd stabled under sanitary con-

Section 55 of Chapter 56 of the Eevised Laws prohibits

the sale, or possession with intent to sell, of adulterated mill-
milk from cows fed on distillery waste, or milk.from dis
eased cows. Under this statute, the sellers of unclean mil
have been successfully convicted, the Supreme Court hold-
ins; that unclean milk is adul rated milk, even if the foreign

substance is not intentionally
Chapter 116 of the Acts of 306 prohibits the use of milk

vessels for anything but milk
Chapter 435 of the Acts c 1908 prohibits licensed milk

rs from selling milk e
with the vendor’s name

909 required tl
piling to other -

Chapter 443 of the Acts of
f all milk dealers except the

those selling less than twenty
Chapter 761 of the Acts e

uarts per

1913 prohibits tl
inr sale, in

All of the foregoing legi

penalties. In addition there is

ncommercial standards tor

ample powers to suppress ai

Rons milk withh
ntrol the conditi

nated or dangerous n ir i'(

tion

Ilid
I have yet to learn that any local board has fai

inder the present laws

md also providing for the
Local boards of health

ditions.
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By an act of the very last se ision these powers were still
by requiring ' all persons producing or

;ense revocable at the discre-
quire stables to be painted or
ds, the herds to be examined
ons handling the milk to be
termine their freedom from

iealing in milk to procure a lie
n of the board, which ma re

vhitewashed at frequent interv
)y a veterinarian, and all pen

:1 by a physician to d
nmunicable disease; and the board may revoke the license

and prevent the sale anywhere in the commonwealth of milk
produced or handled under
unhealthful.

iitions which are consideredar

Under this act of 1914 an
rotection of the public hea

liable regulations for th
;h can be made and enforced.

This stringent and exacting 1
ought to be given a fair tri
regulations are provided. A
when he applies for his licen

agislation in favor of clean milk
al before further penalties and
farmer, under the act of 1914,
le, can be informed and be cer-

is he will have to meet. But
farmer can ever know at what
Health or any local board of

nn what sanitary condit

under the proposed bill,
t the State 13'

health of his own town, or f any other town, mav warn

him to start extensive alterations within seventy-two hour
under pain of both injunction and criminal prosecution

It ued that the danger of unjust prosecutions under
11 is obviated by the provision giving immunity

the person complained of has first been Warned
littina: the offenc nit as the bill is worded it

rat the warningneed only be a general one not to deal
in “ any such milk,” and that a person who has once n

r a general warnin would be fully liable to pun-

shment if any milk subsequ ly found in his y
roven bv its bacteria intent or on direct evident

have been produced or In mproper condi-K

tions, even though he neither had, nor from the nature

the case could have any knowledge or warning of the ex

>f such conditions affecting that particular mi
As a whole, this bill affords an apt illustration of the

iifficulties that are likely to result when private individual
r organizations, however zealous and well-meaning, attempt
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to shape legislation in the public interest without the aic
he state departments created and main

tained for the express purpose of protecting these very in-
terests. We have a State Department of Health headed bv
i physician of world-wide reputation in this very field of tl
prevention of communicable diseases, aided by an expert on
communicable diseases of nation-wide reputation and an
advisory council whose fidelity and ability are unquestionable
If this board, after a careful study of the entire situation

lation advisable it will doubt-
digested measure to the next

shall consider additional legi
less recommend a thoroughly
legislature, free it is to be he
the pending measure and seve

ped from the glaring faults of
ral of its predecessors.
;en presented to me for exami-
been more persistently urged

No legislation which has b(

nation and consideration has
than this proposed measure.

the communications and en-
du and to me in favor of this
d by the very name with
in the popular mind, namely,
By using the words “labor ”

can be aroused in any com-
;islation. A very easy course
mild be to approve this bill
ioning the name of the bill.

I feel certain that many of
dorsements that have come to y

legislation have been influent
which the bill has been labellec
“ The Labor Clean Milk Bill.”
and “ clean milk ” a sentimei
inunity in favor of propc
for a public servant to take w
and justify it by simply ment:
I am, however, unable to follow this easy course because I
am thoroughly convinced that the measure is without merit
and involves a very serious injustice to a large element of
the community engaged in an honorable and legitimate oc-
cupation. No results will follow its enactment to improve
the condition of milk in this commonwealth, but on the con-
trary any such legislation is certain to injure the dairy
industry materially and lead to increased cost in the price
of milk. Indeed, the bill might well be labelled “An Act
To Increase the Price of Milk and To Discourage Its Pro-
duction in Massachusetts.”

Clean milk for the babies and invalids is a great necessity,
fnt legislation hostile to the dairy industry, without obtaining
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tli froin receviug any milk at all because the price may
ne prohibitive to our poor people

The decline in this industry has been constant and alarm-
ing, the number of milch cows is yearly decreasing, and I
am convinced that it is in a large part due to the fact that
constant legislative agitation has alarmed our farmers and
made the business for the producer and small dealer not only
unprofitable but most discouraging.

What we need in Massachusetts is not more inspection
or penalizing but laws tending
dairy industry in order that

to educate and encourage the
we may have not only clean
reasonable prices.ait an abundance of it at

DAVID I. WALSH


